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Abstract: With the development of portable X-ray diffractometer for in-situ analysis, powder diffraction
patterns are obtained in a diffractometer with a two-dimensional area detector. However, detector system
and experimental geometry introduces distortion into acquired data. To obtain accurate diffraction pattern
information, it is necessary to apply calibrations. Position of the X-ray incident beam centre on the detector
and any non-orthogonality of the detector to the direct beam are the primary considerations. Although
many calibration methods have been developed to calculate the intensity-scattering-angle dependence,
there are few comparation between them. The purpose of this paper is to investigate these methods. The
methods considered include the histogram method, the coordinate transformation method and the
Nelder-Mead Simplex method. From the achievement of qualitative analysis angle, we experimentally
compare the performance of the methods and illustrate properties such as accuracy and computational
efficiency.
Keywords: X-ray diffraction pattern, calibration methods, computational efficiency, accuracy.

1. Introduction
Starting from the early 1990s, the first prototype of mobile x-ray diffraction (XRD) instrument was
developed at NASA. A few commercial companies (e.g. CHEMIN & MOXTEK) started to manufacture
portable XRD instruments [1]-[3]. Even though a portable XRD instrument achieves the goal for remote
in-situ mineralogical characterization of geosciencal materials marks contrast to traditional one, it
sacrifices the accuracy of obtaining diffraction pattern. In order to obtain accurate intensity, position of the
beam centre on the detector and any non-orthogonality of the detector to the direct beam need to be
considered.
An interpolation method was developed at first to get a one-dimensional diffraction pattern from
two-dimensional data [5]. Polar grids were set around the beam centre. The intensity at each grid point was
interpolated from data at 9×9 pixels around the grid point. The intensity-angle plot was obtained by
integrating the intensity along the azimuthal direction at each radial step. But this method was found to be
valid when the half width of the diffraction peak was larger than five pixels. A histogram method was
alternatively developed [6]. Intensity at each pixel was plotted as a function of the distance from the direct
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beam position. This plot was segment with an appropriate interval and the intensities in each segment were
averaged. The histogram method is more flexible in integration and needs less computing time than the
interpolation method. These algorithms are based on the ideal condition, the X ray incident beam is
absolutely perpendicular to the detector plane.
The ideal alignment is very hard to achieve, therefore inaccuracies in the alignment are calculated and
corrected during the post processing of the diffraction data. Calculation of the beam center defined over a
fixed 2 range has been used [8]. This provides a simple method, but care is needed as non-zero backgrounds
can lead to bias in the results. A much better method is cross-correlation with a known peak profile
function [9]. The peak centre of each diffraction ring is estimated to be the position where the
cross-correlation value is a maximum. This produces better estimates of position for weak and noisy data,
and can overcome the problem of sloping backgrounds for symmetric peak profiles [4],[9]. Some authors
proposed a algorithm based on the histogram method [7], which used a coordinates to partition the
two-dimension data into sectors and the pixels within each sector were rebinned in terms of the distance in
pixels from the point with these coordinates. This algorithm used varies the unknown parameters until the
data rebinned are maximally sharp. When it reaches the maximally sharp, it achieves the calibration. This
method seems appropriate for obtaining a number of coordinates for each diffraction ring. However, a
criterion for determining the optimum number of sectors is lacking. With the extensively use of
Optimization algorithm, the Nelder-Mead Simplex Method [10],[12] has been used. This algorithm works by
giving an initial guess for the four parameters of the select function and then searches from this point to
find any local minima in that function, within a selected tolerance. This method did not exploit any
coordinates of experimental or diffraction geometry and was convenient. The only disadvantages of this
method is it cannot find the correct minima without sharp peaks. Full Width at half maximum also be used
to calibrate the diffraction pattern [11]. In this method, the position of the centre is refined by N pixels to
the left and right. The array is radially integrated and the FWHM of the diffraction rings ia calculated. The
beam position is then refined until the highest angular resolution is achieved.
Invariably these methods can obtain the 2θ diffraction plots ultimately while the conversion results are
different from each other and research on comparisons between each other is sparse. We feel that it is
necessary to put a number of these algorithms together and examine their properties in more detail. The
study is experimental and the images data are obtained using Terra-503. Terra-503 is the first portable
XRD/XRF analyzer, which can be used for in-situ analysis on the field [13]. We compare the test results of
Terra-503 for these processing methods and the results can be used as reference for other tests and
experiments with different detect equipment.
This paper is organized as follows.In the next section we introduce the basic experimental geometry. This
is followed by a brief description of radial integration to convert diffraction images data into 2θ diffraction
plots primarily. And then we introduce two mainly methods considered in our study. The experimental
evaluation of each method is then given and the final section presents the conclusion of our work.

2. Experimental Geometry
Traditional X-ray diffractometers can easily obtain the intensity and diffraction angle data through the
photon counting of photon detectors. It owns a high accuracy. However, since its huge size, these traditional
X-ray diffractometers can only be used in laboratory. In order to achieve the goal of detecting in wild,
various kinds of potable diffractometers are proposed, such as Terra-503 invented by CHEMIN. the
breadboard set-up constructed in MOXTEK, and surface monitor acquired by the UGent Analytical
Chemistry department.
We use the Terra-503 to obtain the XRD images in this paper. We can simplify X-ray diffraction structure
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to the following model (Fig. 1). The incident X-ray beam is perpendicular to the two-dimensional detector
(e.g. charge couple device & image plate). The sample is placed between the X-ray tube and the detector,
along the direction of the incident X-ray. X-ray is irradiated on the powder sample to produce diffraction,
and a Debye diffraction ring is formed on the two-dimensional detector. The diffraction rings are useful in
retrieving information about certain aspects of the sample, but we cannot obtain direct information about
its identification. A certain method have to performed on the diffraction images to get the information in a
standard 2θ diffraction plot. The following three sections describe the specific methods used in this process.

Fig. 1. Experimental geometry for portable X ray diffractometer Terra-503.

3. Histogram Method
A histogram method is developed in the integration as is illustrated in Fig. 2. Intensity at each pixel is
plotted as a function of the distance from the direct beam position. The black triangle represents the
intensity of each pixel. This plot describes a diffraction profile with random step. Then a curve fitting
program is used for analyzing the diffraction data. The plot is segmented with an appropriate interval, and
the intensities in each segment are averaged.

Fig. 2. Principles of the histogram method.
The process described above can be presented as:




n

I aver

i 1

I (r0  ir )

Photonnum

(1)

where Iaver is the intensities in each segment. r0 is a initial variable of radius. Δr is width of each segment
along the direction of radius. Photonnum is the total number of photon at same radius. n equals to the
number of segments.
The histogram method is simple, assuming we know the location of the centre of the diffraction rings. For
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the simple integration it is also assumed that the collimated X-ray beam is at normal incidence to the
detector. Unfortunately, this is not the case with the data we collect. The centre of the rings varies from
sample to sample. The collimating optics of the detector has a natural tendency to move around slightly
with time and adjustment. The centre of the rings needs to be found for each data set to get the correct 2θ
plot. Base on histogram method, the next two section introduce methods to solve this problem.

4. Coordinate Transformation Method
The coordinate transformation method in this study mainly achieve the Beam center and detector tilt
determination. For a tilted flat detector, it starts by considering a cone in the detector coordinate
system(xc,yc,zc). This is tilted, and rotated to the detector frame(xd,yd,zd). The cone is of opening angle 2θ
and the apex is a distance d from the sample along the zc axis. The cone is defined:

xc2  yc2  ((d  zc2 ) tan 2 ) 2

(2)

The cone is tilted with respect to the perpendicular from the detector by an angle φ in a plane. Eq.(2)
transformed by an angle of -φ about the yc axis to a coordinate frame(xt,yt,zt). For zt=0:

cos 2 xt2  yt2  (d  sin xt ) 2 tan 2 2

(3)

The tilt plane has an angle of β with respect to the xc axis of the detector frame. Eq.(3) transformed by an
angle of -β about the zt axis:

cos 2  (cos xd  sin yd ) 2  ( sin xd  cos yd ) 2
 (d  sin  (cos xd  sin yd )) 2 tan 2 2

(4)

Eq.(4) is re-arranged to calculate an effective 2θ angle(2θobs) from a detector coordinate:

2 obs  arctan(

cos 2  (cos xd  sin yd ) 2  ( sin xd  cos yd ) 2 1 2
)
(d  sin  (cos xd  sin yd )) 2

(5)

Here xd=x-Xc and yd=y-Yc. (Xc,Yc) is the centre of the diffraction rings. Eq.(5) are used for non-linear least
squares optimization of the beam centre and tilt. For M diffraction rings, each measured using N
coordinates, the objective function to be minimized is :
M

S   ( I ij (2
j

2

N

obs
ij

 2

mod el
j

))

(6)

i

where: Iij is the integrated profile intensity for the sector i, on ring j; 2θobs is the calculated 2θ angle based
on the ring coordinate and the current model value of the beam centre and tile; 2θ is the current model
value of the 2θ angle of the ring j, see [6] for details.

5. Nelder-Mead Simplex Method
Nelder and Mead designed a new simplex search method based on the work of Spendley et al. The
Nelder-Mead Simplex method attempts to minimize a scalar-valued nonlinear function f(x) of n real
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variables using only function values, without any derivative information. NMSM uses the operations of
reflection (ρ), expansion (χ), contraction (Ƴ) and shrinkage (σ) to compare the target function values of n+1
vertices of the simplex, and then replaces the maximum vertices of the target function with new points. By
constantly iteration and updating the simplex, the final simplex will be the optimal solution of the
approximation problem. One iteration of the Nelder-Mead Simplex method can be described as:
1. Order. Order the n+1 vertices to satisfy, f ( x )  f ( x )    f ( x ) using the tie-breaking
1
2
n 1
rules given below.
2. Reflect. Compute the reflection point xr from

xr  x   ( x  xn1 )

(7)

where x   xi n is the centroid of the n best points (all vertices except for xn+1). Evaluate f r  f ( xr ) .If
i 1
n

f1  f r  f n , accept the reflected point xr and terminate the iteration.
3. Expand. If f  f ,calculate the expansion point xe,
r
1

x e  x   ( xr  x )

(8)

And evaluate f e  f ( xe ) . If f e  f r , accept xe and terminate the iteration; otherwise, accept xr and terminate
the iteration.
4. Contract. If f r  f n , perform a contraction betweens x and the better of xn+1 and xr.
a. Outside. If f n  f r  f n1 , perform an outside contraction:

xc  x   ( xr  x )

(9)

Evaluate f c  f ( xc ) . If f c  f r , accept xc and terminate the iteration; otherwise, go to the step 5.
b. Inside. If f r  f n 1 , perform an inside contraction:

xcc  x   ( x  xn1 )

(10)

Evaluate f cc  f ( xcc ) . If f cc  f n1 , accept xcc and terminate the iteration; otherwise, go to the step 5.
5. Shrink. Evaluate f at the n points vi  x1   ( xi  x1 ),i  2,, n  1 . The vertices of the simplex at the
next iteration consist of x1 , v2 ,, vn1 .
In order to automatically generate the diffraction pattern, a selected function is minimized. By minimizing
the selected function, the beam centre and detector tilt angle are acquired. The minimzed function is the
function that describes the area under a line and under the 2θ plot itself (Fig. 3). The function value is the
area of the shaded region. This method chooses a line by multiply the total area under the 2θ plot curve by
four or five. When the area in the peaks above the line is maximized, the area under the peaks is
simultaneously minimized. The area under the line is minimized when the Nelder-Mead Simplex method
has been performed correctly. This method works by giving a initial guess for the four parameters of the
function. It then searches from this point to find any local minima in that function, within a selected
tolerance. The four input variables include two numbers for the centre of the rings and two numbers for the
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angles that describe the detector tilt. Theory and application of the method can be found in [10],[12].

Fig. 3. Co Kα 2θ diffraction plot (Bentonite sample). Histogram method perform knowing the center of the
diffraction rings.

Fig. 4. (a) Co Kα I-2θ diffraction plot (gypsum sample). (b) XRD image detected by Terra-503.

6. Experimental Comparison
There are many criteria which can be considered in any comparison of algorithms, but in our study the
most important points relate to the accuracy and computational efficiency. The accuracy is measured by
comparing the gravity angle of each diffraction peaks, the beam centre and the detector tilt with geometry
parameters of Terra-503. To test the calibration property of each methods, sample of Gypsum(CaSO4·2H20)
is examined. The locations, error between the observed and the reference are calculated for each methods.
To estimate computational efficiency we use the the time taken to run each integration algorithm on our
ideapad 710S computer. We realize that as measure of efficiency this is not necessarily of general
significance. However at least in a coarse sense we would expect the conclusions regarding efficiency to
hold. The major time consumption for each algorithm occurs for the centre location of the x-ray rings and it
is easy to be caught in an endless loop if the accuracy is high. Note that all the algorithms were coded in
MATLAB.
Fig. 4(a) shows the 2θ diffraction plot (gypsum sample) integrated by histogram method. We assume that
the calibration parameters are under ideal circumstances: Xc=1024, Yc=128, tiltangle=0°. Radial step is
2pixels (~0.099°). Fig. 4(b) shows a XRD image detected by Terra-503. 71 times exposure plus 179 times
without X ray irradiation detected by Terra-503. The range of the diffraction angle is 5-70°. In the geometry
system of the Terra-503, the distance between powder sample and detector (256×1024) is 30mm. The
experiment results illustrate that histogram method can readily obtain the XRD pattern transformation
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from a XRD image. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the diffraction peaks and rings. However,
the intensities and 2θ value may not be accurate because of a deviation of beam centre location and
detector tilt.
Due to the finite data points in the two-dimensional detector, we can only obtain parts of the whole
diffraction rings(Fig. 4(b)). So, it is difficult for us to determine the beam centre and detector tilt manually.
The coordinate transformation method and Nelder-Mead Simplex method were performed on the
diffraction images to get the optimal 2θ diffraction plot. Fig. 5 shows the I-2θ diffraction plot of (020),
crystal plane array index, line using three different methods. It is obviously that three methods have
difference in performance. The blue plot shows a more wider and lower peak than other two plots because
of the deviation of beam centre and detector tilt. The gravity of the red and green plots are more closer to
the reference value(2θ=11.70°). The peaks of the the green plot is more sharper and a little bit higher than
the red one. We can conclude that using the coordinate transformation method and Nelder-Mead Simplex
method really achieve more accurate results than using only histogram method.

Fig. 5. The I-2θ diffraction plot of CaSO4·2H20 (020) line (Co Kα) achieved by three different methods.
Table 1. The Reference and Observed Scattering Angle (λ=1.7889Å)
reflection
2θref(°)
2θHMobs(°)
2θCTMobs(°)
2θNMSMobs(°)

020
11.70
10.58
11.77
11.80

-121
20.79
19.80
20.88
20.81

031
23.45
23.68
23.35
23.44

-141
29.17
29.89
29.18
29.27

002
31.17
32.07
31.10
31.09

022
33.42
33.12
33.43
33.50

-123
43.47
42.95
43.55
43.49

Fig. 5 only show the first peak of the whole diffraction plot to illustrate the specific difference between
the three methods. Table 1 lists the reflection, the reference angle and observed angle of each peaks. The
wave length of the X-ray is 1.7889Å. The average error obtained by the formula

   2obs  2 ref 7
where σHM=0.6828, σCTM=0.0585, σNMSM=0.0641. this results show that the Nelder-Mead Simplex method
has a calibration capability similar to that of the coordinate transformation method, and sometimes even
better.
In these methods, the integration time depend directly on the method complexity. The NMSM algorithm
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contains the local optimization process, which will spend a lot of time. Considering the integration time of
each of the 3 algorithms, as shown in table 2 we see that the HM method has a clear advantage over the
others. The CTM is second best. The integration time of the NMSM is rather unpredictable. It will depend on
the iteration times and quantity (SNR) of the XRD images. Otherwise, it will be trapped into local optima.
Table 2. The Integration Time Requirement for Each Algorithm
Method
Integration Time(s)

HM
9.755

CTM
118.746

NMSM
1273.251

7. Conclusion
The results of our study indicate that the HM can obtain the 2θ plot converting from XRD images easily if
the diffraction geometry in a ideal circumstances. However, the ideal alignment is very difficult to achieve.
So, the results always deviate from standard reference position. The CTM and NMSM can achieve the
determination of beam centre and detector tilt based on the HM. The CTM is the most widely used
algorithm. Although its calibration accuracy is close to the NMSM, its integration time is far less than the
NMSM, which means it can be applied to the situation that requires a higher accuracy and efficiency. The
NMSM suffers from the common problem of the most optimization algorithms, that is, their results can
easily fall into local optimum. We have found, the NMSM cannot find the correct minima without obvious
diffraction rings. However, it can be solved by having a post processing of the diffraction data. Based on the
above researches, our work of next step is studying the machine learning algorithms and training a unified
model, which take the advantages of high precision and overcome the low efficiency of the NMSM.
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